New Faculty Added For Final Semester

We are proud to welcome to the campus two more new faculty members, other than those mentioned in the last issue...
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**Thursday, August 17**

Short Story. Professors Oakes and Jensen.

**Friday, August 18**

American Music—piano concert. Mrs. Southworth-Cranz.

**Monday, August 21**

Mrs. Chase Going Woodhouse Talk.

**Wednesday, August 23**

Piano Concert. Miss Leslie.

**Thursday, August 24**

Short Story. Professors Oakes and Jensen.

**Friday, August 25**

Fifth Institute of New England Chemistry Teachers Association.

**The Swan**
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match and exceed even "Pygmalion's" rainfall in the first act.

There will be three sets representing a castle in a mythical European kingdom at the turn of the century. The Swan has provided some handsome flats and the staff is busy with the carpenters nailing and sawing away at scheduled times throughout the week.

In case you haven't already guessed, Molnar's "The Swan" is a modern fairy tale. A depo- sition of hereditary royalty marries off the young Duke with an American girl. The stress in expression or honest opinions, the editors do know the names of contributors.

**The Eve of St. Mark***

The Eve of St. Mark, starring two Hollywood newcomers, William Eythe and Anne Baxter, is playing at the Capitol theatre over the week end. This movie adapted from Maxwell Anderson's drama probes into the eternal choice that is always with fighting men all over the world. Michael O'Shea does a wonderful job in a supporting role as the love affair of a farm boy is unraveled. One scene in the Army camps are the comedy sparks in the picture and make one see what a change every uniformed person must go through. Co-featured with this is Take It or Leave It, starring Phil Baker.

**The Hour Before the Dawn**

Playing at the Victory theatre on Friday and Saturday, August 18 and 19, is Paramount's The Hour Before the Dawn with Veronica Lake and Franchot Tone. This movie taken from Montgomery's novel is the savage portrayal of a rogue woman played superbly by Veronica Lake. As a German spy, she marries Franchot Tone, an English conscientious objector, in order that she may stay in the British Isles and continue her work. As she discovers that she is using Franchot's love to destroy him, Binnie Barnes, John Sutton, and Henry Stephenson have provided some handsome flats and the staff is busy with the carpenters nailing and sawing away at scheduled times throughout the week.

In case you haven't already guessed, Molnar's "The Swan" is a modern fairy tale. A deposition of hereditary royalty marries off the young Duke with an American girl. The stress in expression or honest opinions, the editors do know the names of contributors.
**Miss Ernst Relates From Experiences Intersting Items During Two Wars**

by Phyllis Cunningham, Connecticut '44

Miss Carola Ernst, head of the department of Romance languages, has been at Connecticut college since its founding in 1916. Miss Ernst was born in Belgium and received three degrees there which equipped her to teach French, German, and English literature. While in Belgium she taught French literature and history to the children of the diplomatic corps at the German Real gymnasium in Brussels, as well as courses at several other schools.

**World War I**

During World War I, Miss Ernst had many exciting and interesting experiences before she came to the United States. One of her war activities consisted of acting as interpreter in the operating room of a hospital in southern Belgium. This was a difficult and responsible position since the surgeons, patients, and hospital authorities were of different nationalities and often citizens of enemy countries.

Miss Ernst has written a book about one of her war experiences, that of conducting a blind French officer to his home while war was being waged. The trip necessitated traveling through Germany and before her return to Belgium, Miss Ernst had traveled over the entire Western Front and through many enemy-occupied territories. After the declaration of peace, Miss Ernst had many war activities. The next year the club sponsored a state-wide drive to purchase an ambulance that was donated to the Fighting French. This ambulance is now reported on the Italian front.

**Miss Carola Ernst Relates Interesting Items During Two Wars**

When circumstances permitted, Miss Ernst's hobby was traveling. She has visited almost every country in Europe except Russia and has lived in England, Germany, Holland, and France. During 1924 and 1925 Miss Ernst and Miss Nye, former dean at Connecticut college, traveled for many months in the Mediterranean and visited fifteen countries in Southern Europe and the Middle East.

With a twinkle in her eye, Miss Ernst remarked that her hobbies now are writing articles for various magazines, and her home on Williams street opposite the college.
Caught on Campus

It really is amazing how confinement will affect some people. A few evenings ago, on the second day of her three-day campus, Phyllis Cunningham, Connecticut '44, was heard calling to a cohort on the floor above her, "Why don't you come down and go swimming?" We're going to turn on the tub and reconstruct the Johnstown flood." The prospective swimmer on the next floor replied that it sounded like a lovely idea, and that Phyl was to give her the water signal when she was ready.

A few minutes later, Phyl stuck her head out of the window and let out a very audible "glug." We hasten to add, however, that she gave up the idea of the flood before the damage was done.

As we have seen, some people throw water when campused, but we discovered a new reaction a few days ago. Virginia Cliffe, Connecticut '45, spent an evening last week cutting out paper dolls — small plump pink angels from the Swan soap ad to be exact — and pasting them on a bright blue piece of paper. It all was most artistic, but are there any abnormal psychology majors in the house?

At long last, and we glow at the prospect, Caught on Campus has an engagement to announce! Carol Schaeffer, Connecticut '45, announced her engagement to Lieutenant Hal Wynn, United States Navy. News sends many congratulations. Carol is now in Port Huron, Michigan, but expects to return to college in the fall.

Chemistry Meeting Is To Be Held Here Starting August 24

Connecticut college will be host to the Sixth Summer Conference of the New England Association of Chemistry Teachers next weekend, August 24-28. The meetings of the conference will be open to students and should prove to be of much interest since many of the new developments in theoretical as well as industrial chemistry will be discussed.

Some of the main features of the program will be an opening address by President Schaffter Thursday evening, August 24, and a lecture by Dr. Williams Haynes of Stonington, Conn., on "Chemist, Capitalists and Communists" the same evening. Dr. Haynes is well known to C.C. students, having spoken here last year. He is the author of several popular books on chemistry. Friday morning Mr. A. A. Lawrence of the Dow Chemical Company will speak on "Vital Materials from the Sea," and Saturday morning Miss Lois Woodford of the American Cyanamid and Chemical Company will discuss "The Industrial Placement of Women Chemists." Miss Pauline Burt will give a "Comprehensive Survey of Synthetic Medicinals." The Electron Microscope" will be the topic of Mr. M. C. Banca of RCA Sunday afternoon, and Dr. John R. Dunning of Columbia university will give a lecture on "Atomic Transmutations" that evening. "The Chemistry of Plastics" will be dealt with at the last meeting Monday morning by Mr. Robert P. Courtney of the Bakelite Corporation.

Round table discussions on oxidation-reduction reactions will be held several times during the conference under the chairmanship of Miss Mary C. McKee, head of the chemistry department here, and Mr. Norris W. Rakestraw of Brown university.
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Tell him I'll be down in two seconds!